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1.Product Summary : 

 It is hardware equipment which is independently 
researched and developed by Worldkast Technologies for 
the purpose of encoding and network transmission of 
high-definition video signals （720P/1080i/1080P and so 
on）. By using the latest H.264 high-definition digital 
video compression technology of great efficiency, the 
product has features such as stability, reliability, high-
definition and low code rate and low latency etc. input the 
high-definition HDMI videos and audio signals, and the 
equipment makes the encoding process. After being 
compressed by DSP chip, the standard TS network stream 
is output. The launched product has filled the gap in the 
industry and it directly replaces the traditional methods 
like video capture card or software encoding. By 
employing the method of hard coding, the system 
becomes more stable and the image effect is more perfect. 
It is widely used in the conditions when it is necessary to 
collect the high-definition video signals, the high 
resolution and the high frame rates based on the 
transmission through IP network. With the powerful 
expansibility, it can be used in different industries and 
satisfy demands of all kinds, and it can be used as the live 
video encoder. It uses the precise designs of industrial 
controls, and thanks to the small size, it can be easily 
installed. Its power is lower than 5W, which is more 
energy-saving and stable
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Feature:  

h Hardware encoding  

h Support H.264 BP/MP/HP 

h Support AAC AAC+ MP3 G.711 audio encoding  

h CBR/VBR code rate control, 16kbit/s�32Mbit/s 

h The network interface uses 100M full duplex mode 

h 1 channel HDMI input  

h Support the high-definition video input of 720P and 1080P@60HZ 

h Support the image parameter setting  

h HDMI encoding supports HDCP protocols and blue-ray high-definition 

h Support HTTP, FLV,HLS,UDP, RTSP, RTMP and ONVIF protocols  

h WEB operation interface, 

h Authority management for WEB operation interface  

h Support remote management of WAN (WEB) 

h Support Four-stream output  

h Main stream and Sub stream can be transmitted through different network 

protocols  

h Support the setting of user-defined output of stream resolution ratio  

h Support the function of code stream being inserted with the words and XY 

axis, with adjustable font.  

h Support the watermarking of image which is inserted into the code stream, and 

the XY axis can be set.  

h Support instant recovery  

h Power design which helps realize low power consumption 

 

2. Market coverage�  

1. Network television IPTV high-definition encoder; 

2. Can be connected to NVR digital video recorder.  

3. Digital signage high-definition stream server  

4. Campus Boardcasting System 

5. Video capture for the video conference system  

6. An substitute of capture card of high-definition video 

7. Cable TV system for hotels and restaurants  
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         3.Interface  

   

   
      Power: DC 12V 1A                    ANT: HG Wifi Antenna 

      HDMI IN: HDMI Video Input Port      Power: Power Light 

      Reset:Recovery to Default setting        LAN: Lan Status Light 

      LAN:100M Ethernet Port              HDMI: Video Signal Light 

 

Instructions� 

A. Power ----if it is 12 V/DC input interface, use 12V1A power supply; if it is 5V input, use 

5V/2A power supply; 

B. Reset----- it is used to reset the equipment; after the equipment is started, press the button 

for 10 seconds, the equipment IP is restored to the factory IP, 192.168.1.168.   

C. Video input --- it is used to input high-definition HDMI  

D. network interface ---- 100M Ethernet connection.  

  

 

4.Specification 

 Input  

Video 1.4 HDMI HDCP 

HDMI resolution ratio  1920×1080_50/60P, 1920×1080_50/60i, 1280×720_50/60p 720x576i/p 

720x480i/p.  

Encoding  H.264 AVC Profile 4.2 

Code rate  16kbit/s�32Mbit/s 

Code rate control  CBR/VBR 

GOP type Adjustable  

                    

Audio:  

Coded format  AAC AAC+ AAC++ MP3 G.711 

Sampling rate  44100/48000 

Bit rate  48K�64K�96K�128K�160K�192K�256K 

Sampling precision  24 bit 

Code rate  64Kb/s~384Kb/s 

 

System:  

RJ45 100M Ethernet connection 

Stream HTTP, UDP,FLV,HLS,RTSP, RTMP and ONVIF protocols  

Configuration interface  WEB operation interface  

Updating  Software update  
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Audio:  

Coded format  AAC AAC+ AAC++ MP3 G.711 
Sampling rate  44100/48000 
Bit rate  48K�64K�96K�128K�160K�192K�256K 

Sampling precision  24 bit 
Code rate  64Kb/s~384Kb/s 

 
System:  

RJ45 100M Ethernet connection 
Stream HTTP, UDP,FLV,HLS,RTSP, RTMP and ONVIF protocols  
Configuration interface  WEB operation interface  
Updating  Software update  

 
General 

Size  89*103*29mm 
Net Weight  0.3KG  
Temperature range -20~80婟(workable)�-20~80婟(stoarge) 

Power supply  12V/1A or 5V/2A 
Power consumption 5W 

 

        

  

         

 

5. System Setting � 

   When setting the WEB operation interface, it is necessary to modify the computer configuration, 

IP 192.168.1. *.  The factory default IP is 192.168.1.168.  

Initialization of reset: there is a RST in the panel which is used to conduct initialization reset 

for the high-definition encoder. When the equipment is powered on, press the button and hold for 

10 Seconds, the status indicator will flickers quickly; when the indicator is extinguished, release the 

button, and all the parameters will be initialized. The initialized IP is 192.168.1.168.  

 

1. Computer IP Address Setting  
Computer IP can be set as 192.168.1.*. Note: anyone from 1�254, except for 168 

2. Open IE Explorer  
Input: 192.168.1.168  enter the WEB interface,  Default user name: admin  Pass: admin 

 

 

 

3. Status Display 
 

1. Input status: when there is high-definition video input, it will display the size of resolution 

ratio of the input, and if there is not status info,input is not correct, please check your video 

source or video cable..  
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1. main stream mode: it displays the size of resolution ratio of output stream of main stream 

and the visit address.  

 

2. Side stream mode: it displays the size of resolution ratio of output stream of side stream 

and the visit address. 

 

3. main stream real-time browsing: real-time browsing of the main stream video through the 

local computer, click: play, the installation of VLC software is necessary. 
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1. Sub stream real-time browsing: real -time browsing of the side stream video through the 

local computer, click: play, the installation of VLC software is necessary. 

 

 

4. Network Setting  

 
Instructions: in terms of IP address of the equipment , the factory default is 192.168.1.168. If 

you forget the IP address after modification, you can restart the equipment by pressing the rest 

button for 8 seconds when the equipment is powered on, and restore the factory default ip.  
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5. Main Stream Encoding Setting 
 

1.1 Encoding Setting of Main Stream 

 
5.1.1 Encode: H.264  

5.1.2 Encode level: baseline profile / main profile / high profile 

5.1.3 Encoding frame rate: 5-60 frames�ÒP ŃMŌ ŎÞŐÞP ĎĆŐ When Input is 60p) 

5.1.4 Bitrate control: VBR(quality priority) and CBR(bandwidth Priority) 

5.1.5 GOP: 30  

5.1.6 Encoding size: 1920x1080, 1680x1050,1280x720, 1024x576,850x480,720x576, 

             720x540,720x480,720x404,704x576,640x480,640x360,608x488,  

             544x480,480x480,480x384,480x360,480x320,480x272,480x720,400x320 

             ,400x224,352x480,352x228,320x256,320x240,320x180,240x180,176x144 

5.1.7 Video bit rate: 16-3200K  

 

1.2 Main Stream Protocal Setting  

 

    5.2.1 HTTP protocals : /0.ts     Enable /Disable  

5.2.2 HTTP port�1-65535  

    5.2.3 RTSP protocol: /0         Enable /Disable 

    5.2.4 RTSP port�1-65535  

    5.2.5 multicast IP�238.0.0.1     Enable /Disable 

    5.2.6 multicast port�1-65535  

    5.2.7 RTMP  push stream  address:  

 

    rtmp://ip:port/xxx/xxx or rtmp://user:pass@ip:port/xxx/xxx  
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1.1 OSD Setting  

 

   
  5.3.1 Text1/Text2, support English,Character and Image can be used  Enable/Disable 

  5.3.2 X coordinate: the left and right positions displayed by 0-1920 text.  

       Y coordinate: the up and down positions displayed by 0-1080 text. 

  5.3.3 font: the size of 8-72 text display in the display screen.  

  5.3.4 Alpha: 0-128 , transparency  

  5.3.7 Logo:  show water mark in picture  Enable/Disable 

  5.3.8 X coordinate�4-1920 images shows the left and right positions 

       Y coordinate: 4-1080 images shows the left and right positions 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6. Sub Stream Encoding Setting 
 

Note: the setting method is as same as that of main stream2 
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7. Audio Encoding Settings  

 
Audio Bit rate: 48K, 64K, 96K, 128K, 160K, 192K and 256K 

Audio type: AAC,AAC+,MP3, G711 

Audio resample: 44.1K,48K 

 

8. System Settings 
8.1 User name and password change 
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10.3 Software upgrade 

 

10.4 System settings�Device reset and initialization settings 

 
 

11. Chinese and English Conversion 
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12. Remember, all change or apply configuration need reboot 
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